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The problem: 

In 2017, OPDC’s dumpsters collected more than 42 tons of waste; student volunteers collected more 
than 250 bags of trash from Oakland streets. These numbers illustrate the scale of Oakland’s trash 
problem—our residents are sending too much to the landfill. Dumpsters are hard to police, perpetuate 
negative perceptions about Oakland, and have become free dumping grounds for contractors. 

Our goals: 

• Increase Oakland’s recycling rate  
• Reduce waste to landfills  
• Increase student participation in recycling/reuse events 
• Increase landlord-tenant communications about recycling/reuse opportunities 
• Reduce number of trash complaints submitted to 311 
• Beautify the neighborhood to make Oakland more attractive for residents and visitors 

 
Our role:  
 
As in years past, OPDC will continue to have the following roles: coordination, facilitation, data analysis, 
project management, messaging/communication, and volunteer management. We will no longer rent 
dumpsters. 

Our ask to Oakland landlords: 

• Promote recycling/reuse/donation opportunities—see example 
• Promote April 28th hard-to-recycle event and summer reuse/recycling events to Oakland tenants 
• Coordinate with OPDC and partners when tenants leave recyclable items—don’t just send to 

landfill 
• Improve containerization: see vendor recommendations and bulk discount offerings; examples 

of better screening/securing practices 

Partner Role  
City of Pittsburgh DPW Additional pick-ups in July/August; letter to landlords 

clarifying requirements/enforcement 
Pennsylvania Resources Council April 28 event hard-to-recycle event for Oakland residents 

only 
PENDING: University of Pittsburgh Office of 
Sustainability/ University of Pittsburgh Thriftsburg 

Truck crews, storage and sorting of items, marketing to 
students 

Pittsburgh Center for Creative Reuse Truck pick-up/collection 
Free Store Wilkinsburg Truck pick-up/collection 
Free Store Braddock Truck pick-up/collection 
Off the Floor Truck pick-up/collection 
PENDING: Oakland landlords Increase number of containers provided to students; clarify 

landlord vs tenant responsibilities; market reuse/collection 
events to tenants 



 


